The next step on the
road to more accurate
weather forecasts
Severe winter weather experienced in the UK over
the last couple of years reduced the UK’s GDP by
0.5 per cent, and resultant travel disruption cost
the UK economy £280 million per day. The weather
has a huge impact on our lives, affecting transport,
agriculture, energy use and leisure.

F

or this reason, we rely heavily
on
weather
forecasting
to inform us about severe
weather, to allow us to prepare,
plan and manage the weather in
a way that not only saves money
but can save lives.

This research was one of the first major projects to benefit
from STFC’s new Hartree Centre, one of the world’s
foremost centres in future software development based at

BIG IDEAS

Daresbury Laboratory in Cheshire. The Centre is home to
the UK’s most powerful supercomputer, Blue Joule, which
is made up of 98,304 processors and is capable of running
over a thousand trillion calculations per second (see page
4 for more details).
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Gung-Ho, a project to design and
build a next generation weather
forecasting model for the UK, is
a collaboration between the Met
Office, the Natural Environment
Research Council (NERC) and STFC. Utilising the combined
expertise of all three research bodies, that already makes
the UK a world-leader in weather forecasting, its aim is
to ensure we can exploit ever more powerful computers
so we continue to provide the most accurate forecasts
possible.

WANTED: small businesses
with

The overall aim for the GungHo project is to develop a ‘new
dynamical core’ for a new
weather and climate model. This
dynamical core is an essential
part of the model that deals with
how air moves; i.e., the dynamics.
The use of ultra-fast computers
allows for a much more detailed
simulation of the changing
weather conditions, providing
even more detail further into the
future.

Research for the Gung-Ho project, which is part of the
Next Generation Weather & Climate Prediction joint
programme, began with a two year initial research phase to
explore the most effective options for the dynamical core.
It has recently entered Phase 2- a three year ‘development’
stage that will build on the previous research to begin to
develop a fully functioning dynamical core for the new,
advanced weather and climate model.
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A new launchpad competition designed to accelerate
new business projects and their commercial success
has been announced by the Technology Strategy Board
(TSB), in partnership with STFC.
Small businesses in the early stages of start
up throughout the UK could benefit from a
total of £3 million funding to help accelerate
innovative R&D. Based at the National Science
and Innovation Campuses in Didcot, Oxford
and Daresbury, Cheshire, the two launchpads
will target different areas of expertise, with
the aim of encouraging small and medium
sized businesses into a science environment.

The launchpad
offers up to 60 per
cent funding of the
initial project cost

The competition involves companies putting forward a video
proposal which summarises their project idea, followed by
a written application. The launchpad offers up to 60 per cent
funding of the initial project cost, and helps businesses through
the process of applying for additional money.
Up to £100,000 R&D funding could be available to advanced
materials and manufacturing start-ups, companies and
entrepreneurs in the North West through the £2 million
launchpad which will be centered around Sci-Tech Daresbury and
Runcorn Heath Business and Technical Park in Cheshire.
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Paul Vernon, Head of Campus Development at STFC, explained:
“Using our own business support expertise and research facilities
we will be working with organisations across the cluster to ensure
that entrepreneurs and small businesses are in the best possible
position to accelerate the growth of their project or idea.
“Importantly, for applicants that have not
been successful, we will also be identifying
how we can help them accelerate their
business ideas to ensure maximum impact
from STFC’s capabilities and expertise.”

In addition, a space launchpad is being
initiated at the Harwell Oxford campus
in Oxfordshire. This £1 million launchpad
is strategically placed among the strong space cluster based
around the Oxford campus, which includes RAL space and the
new Satellite Applications Catapult, a world class centre for the
development of satellite technology. These groups will be able
to offer high quality business support and services to successful
businesses.
For more general information, please visit:
http://www.innovateuk.org/deliveringinnovation/launchpad.ashx
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